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Pretrauma Center Red Blood Cell Transfusion Is Associated With
Reduced Mortality and Coagulopathy in Severely Injured

Patients With Blunt Trauma
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Objective: To evaluate the association of pretrauma center (PTC) red blood
cell (RBC) transfusion with outcomes in severely injured patients.
Background: Hemorrhage remains a major driver of mortality. Little evi-
dence exists supporting PTC interventions to mitigate this.
Methods: Blunt injured patients in shock arriving at a trauma center within
2 hours of injury were included from the Glue Grant database. Subjects were
dichotomized by PTC RBC transfusion. Outcomes included 24-hour mor-
tality, 30-day mortality, and trauma-induced coagulopathy [(TIC), admission
international normalized ratio >1.5]. Cox regression and logistic regression
determined the association of PTC RBC transfusion with outcomes. To ad-
dress baseline differences, propensity score matching was used.
Results: Of 1415 subjects, 50 received PTC RBC transfusion. Demographics
and injury severity score were similar. The PTC RBC group received 1.3 units
of RBCs (median), and 52% were scene transports. PTC RBC transfusion was
associated with a 95% reduction in odds of 24-hour mortality [odds ratio (OR)
= 0.05; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.01–0.48; P < 0.01], 64% reduction
in the risk of 30-day mortality [hazard ratio = 0.36; 95% CI, 0.15–0.83; P =
0.02], and 88% reduction in odds of TIC (OR = 0.12; 95% CI, 0.02–0.79; P
= 0.03). The matched cohort included 113 subjects (31% PTC RBC group).
Baseline characteristics were similar. PTC RBC transfusion was associated
with a 98% reduction in odds of 24-hour mortality (OR = 0.02; 95% CI,
0.01–0.69; P = 0.04), 88% reduction in the risk of 30-day mortality (hazard
ratio = 0.12; 95% CI, 0.03–0.61; P = 0.01), and 99% reduction in odds of
TIC (OR = 0.01; 95% CI, 0.01–0.95; P = 0.05).
Conclusions: PTC RBC administration was associated with a lower risk of
24-hour mortality, 30-day mortality, and TIC in severely injured patients with
blunt trauma, warranting further prospective study.
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H emorrhage and coagulopathy remain major drivers of early mor-
tality in injured patients.1,2 Recent literature has focused on re-

suscitation in the trauma center to reduce this burden. Strategies ad-
vanced include optimizing crystalloid use,3,4 high ratio of fresh frozen
plasma (FFP) and platelets to red blood cell (RBC) transfusion,5–8 and
massive transfusion protocols.9 Approaches to early blood transfusion
have received significant attention, particularly with the results of the
prospective observational PROMMTT study, and now the prospective
randomized PROPPR trial, which completed enrollment at the end of
2013.10,11

Prehospital (PH) resuscitation has also received considerable
interest. To date, studies in the civilian population have focused on
the use of crystalloids for resuscitation in the pretrauma center (PTC)
setting.12–14 There is, however, a paucity of evidence examining the
use of RBC transfusion in the PTC arena to mitigate early hemorrhage
and coagulopathy in injured patients.15 Military data have demon-
strated that more than 90% of potentially survivable casualties die
from hemorrhage and MEDEVAC platforms from the United States
and the United Kingdom have PH RBC transfusion capabilities.16–18 A
recent report examining these advanced medical transport platforms
demonstrated a 37% reduction in 30-day mortality for casualties with
an injury severity score (ISS) of more than 15 when compared with
conventional MEDEVAC platforms.19 The authors note that 15%
of patients overall received PH RBC transfusion, and among those
with ISS of more than 15, a third of casualties received PH RBC
transfusion. Although not directly evaluating the effect of PH RBC
transfusion, these data suggest that a group of severely injury pa-
tients who frequently received PH RBC transfusion in the context of
advanced PH capabilities had significantly improved survival. Given
the encouraging results from the military and trauma center–based
RBC transfusion strategies, it only makes sense to take this concept
as far forward as feasible to apply the lessons learned to the civilian
PH setting.

The objective of this study was to characterize the association
of PTC RBC transfusion with mortality and trauma-induced coagu-
lopathy (TIC) in severely injured patients with blunt trauma. In view
of the improvement in outcomes with aggressive blood product resus-
citation seen in the hospital setting, we hypothesized that PTC RBC
transfusion would similarly be associated with reduced mortality and
early TIC.

METHODS
Data were obtained from the Inflammation and the Host

Response to Injury Collaborative (www.gluegrant.org), which is a
multicenter prospective cohort study of blunt injured adults in hem-
orrhagic shock.20 Patients admitted to 1 of 9 institutions over an
8-year period (2003–2010) were included. Inclusion criteria for the
prospective cohort study included blunt mechanism, presence of PH
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or emergency department hypotension [systolic blood pressure (SBP)
<90 mm Hg] or an elevated base deficit (>6 mEq/L), RBC transfu-
sion within the first 12 hours, any body region exclusive of the brain
with an abbreviated injury score (AIS) of 2 or more, allowing exclu-
sion of patients with isolated traumatic brain injury, and arrival at the
study trauma center within 6 hours of injury. The time from injury
was a required field for all subjects to meet eligibility criteria, and if
a reasonable estimate of injury time could not be made, the subject
was not enrolled in the prospective cohort. Patients younger than 18
years or older than 90 years and those with cervical spinal cord injury
were also excluded. Clinical data were entered and stored in TrialDB,
a Web-based data collection platform, by trained research nurses.21

Data integrity was maintained via ongoing curation and external data
review by an independent medical record abstractor.

Standard operating procedures were implemented across all
centers to minimize variation in care, including early goal-directed
resuscitation, strict glycemic control, venous thromboembolism pro-
phylaxis, low tidal volume ventilation, ventilator-associated pneumo-
nia management, and restrictive transfusion guidelines.22–25 Initial
laboratory values were either those collected in the field or outside
hospital and reported to the study trauma center or those obtained
with the first set of blood work on arrival. Admission laboratory val-
ues were those collected with the first set of blood work immediately
upon arrival.

All subjects who arrived at the study trauma center within 2
hours of injury were included in this analysis. This 2-hour cutoff was
chosen in an attempt to reduce confounding from interventions in sub-
jects who spent a prolonged period in the field or outside hospital and
minimize survival bias in those patients surviving for a prolonged pe-
riod of time before arriving at the study center. PTC RBC transfusion
was defined as transfusion of RBCs at any time before the subject’s
arrival at the study trauma center. For subjects transported from the
scene, the PTC RBC transfusion was administered by PH providers
en route to the study trauma center. For subjects transferred from
another hospital, the PTC RBC transfusion may have occurred at the
outside hospital, en route to the study trauma center, or both; however,
the data set did not distinguish the timing of PTC RBC transfusion
in transfer subjects. All subjects who went to an outside hospital first
were transported to the outside hospital and subsequently transported
and arrived at the study trauma center within 2 hours from the time of
injury. Any PTC RBC transfusion for these subjects occurred within
this 2-hour time period. Subjects were then dichotomized into the
PTC RBC group, defined as those receiving PTC RBC transfusion,
or the no PTC RBC group, defined as those not receiving PTC RBC
transfusion. Demographics, transfer status, PTC time (defined as the
time from injury to arrival at the study trauma center), injury char-
acteristics, resuscitation requirements, and outcomes were compared
between the PTC RBC and no PTC RBC groups, using univariate
analysis.

To address missing data, multiple imputation was performed
for PH heart rate, PH SBP, PH Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score,
PH crystalloid volume, initial base deficit, initial hemoglobin, and
admission international normalized ratio (INR). Multiple imputation
using a fully conditional specification model based on available demo-
graphics, PH and admission physiology, and PTC time was performed
using 5 imputation steps to develop a complete data set. Analysis was
performed on the pooled results. Less than 10% of any imputed vari-
ables were missing from the original data set (INR = 6.8%, PH heart
rate = 6.6%, PH SBP = 6.5%, PH GCS score = 4.2%, PH crystalloid
= 4.0%, hemoglobin = 1.2%, base deficit = 0.8%). No center was
found to consistently have higher amounts of missing data than those
missing from the overall cohort. Sensitivity analysis was performed
with complete cases to assess the success of the multiple imputation
procedure.

Outcomes included 24-hour mortality, 30-day mortality, and
TIC, defined as admission INR of more than 1.5. Cox proportional
hazards regression was used to determine the independent association
of PTC RBC transfusion with 30-day mortality after controlling for
confounders. Logistic regression was used to determine the indepen-
dent association of PTC RBC transfusion with 24-hour mortality and
TIC. Covariates in the regression models for 24-hour and 30-day mor-
tality included age, sex, year of enrollment, transfer status, PTC time,
PH SBP, PH crystalloid volume, admission GCS score, admission
INR, initial base deficit, ISS, emergency department hypothermia,
vasopressor use, urgent laparotomy or thoracotomy, and in-hospital
volume of packed red blood cells (PRBCs), FFP, platelets, and crys-
talloid at 24 hours (for 24-hour mortality) or 48 hours (for 30-day
mortality). Covariates used in the regression model for TIC included
age, sex, year of enrollment, transfer status, PTC time, PH SBP,
PH crystalloid volume, PH GCS score, initial base deficit, ISS, ad-
mission hypothermia, and admission ethanol level. These covariates
were selected a priori and all included, as they have known prognostic
significance to the outcomes of interest. To adjust for center-level
effects, a 2-step cluster analysis was performed and incorporated into
all regression models. Interactions between center, 24-hour blood
products, and year of enrollment were tested to evaluate potential
effects of different transfusion patterns across centers and over time
on outcomes. Furthermore, because both scene and transfer patients
were included, the interaction between treatment group and transfer
status was tested to evaluate potential differential effects of transfer
status and PTC RBC transfusion on outcomes. Interactions that were
not significant were not included in the final models.

Model discrimination was assessed using the C-statistic for lo-
gistic regression models and the Harrell C-statistic for Cox regression
models. Goodness of fit was assessed using the Hosmer-Lemeshow
test for logistic regression models and the Groennesby and Borgan test
for Cox regression models. Cox covariate-adjusted survival curves
over the first 30 days were developed for the PTC RBC and no PTC
RBC groups to determine the time course of any differences in mor-
tality between the groups.

Because of the imbalance in the number of subjects between
groups, propensity matching was performed to examine the outcomes
in matched groups. A logistic regression model to predict PTC RBC
transfusion was constructed with the following predictors: transfer
status, age, sex, PTC time, PH SBP, PH heart rate, PH GCS score, PH
crystalloid volume, admission INR, admission hemoglobin, initial
base deficit, ISS, and trauma center grouping from cluster analysis.

These factors were selected on the basis of the PH variables in
the database that would be available in the PTC period and surrogates
of overall injury severity that a provider would evaluate to reason-
ably guide the decision to administer PTC RBCs. This model desig-
nated a propensity score between 0 and 1 for each individual subject
corresponding to the likelihood of receiving PTC RBC transfusion
based on the aforementioned factors. Propensity model discrimina-
tion and goodness of fit were also assessed using the C-statistic and
the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, respectively.

Matching was performed using a nearest neighbor algorithm
with a 3:1 ratio of control to treatment with replacement. A caliper of
0.2 was specified during the matching procedure. Stratified Cox re-
gression and conditional logistic regression models were constructed
using covariates not accounted for in the matching procedures, in-
cluding year of enrollment, 24-hour blood products, and presence of
traumatic brain injury, to determine the association of 24-hour mor-
tality, 30-day mortality, and TIC with PTC RBC transfusion within
the matched cohort.

Finally, an exploratory subgroup analysis was undertaken to
examine the scene transport group separately to evaluate if similar
treatment effects were observed. The models described earlier were
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used to evaluate the association of PTC RBC transfusion on outcomes
of interest in the overall cohort of subjects transported from the scene.
There were too few subjects transferred within 2 hours of injury to
permit regression analysis as a separate subgroup comparison of PTC
RBC transfusion and the outcomes of interest.

Data analysis was conducted using SPSS (version 19; Chicago,
IL). For univariate analyses, χ 2 tests were used to compare categori-
cal variables and Mann-Whitney tests were used to compare continu-
ous variables. Continuous data are presented as median [interquartile
range (IQR)] or mean (standard deviation) unless otherwise indi-
cated. A P value of 0.05 or less was considered significant. The
institutional review board of each participating center approved the
original prospective study.

RESULTS
Of the 2007 subjects in the prospective cohort study, 1415

subjects arrived at the study trauma center within 2 hours. Mean time
from injury to arrival at the study trauma center was 60 (SD = 28)
minutes. Fifty subjects (3.5%) received PTC RBC transfusion. Of
these, 26 subjects (52%) were transported directly to the enrolling
trauma center from the scene of injury.

Six centers had subjects who received PTC RBC transfusion.
The centers with no subjects receiving PTC RBC transfusion ac-
counted for only 2% of subjects in the study population. Table 1

TABLE 1. Distribution of Subjects by Study Year Across
Overall Cohort and Treatment Groups

Overall Cohort, PTC RBC No PTC RBC
Year n (%) Group, n (%) Group, n (%)

2003 28 (2) 0 (0) 28 (2)
2004 343 (24) 6 (12) 337 (25)
2005 228 (16) 13 (26) 215 (16)
2006 158 (11) 5 (10) 153 (11)
2007 222 (16) 8 (16) 214 (16)
2008 228 (16) 8 (16) 220 (16)
2009 145 (10) 8 (16) 137 (10)
2010 63 (5) 2 (4) 61 (4)
Total 1415 (100) 50 (100) 1365 (100)

demonstrates the distribution of subjects in the study population by
year. Subjects receiving PTC RBC transfusion were relatively evenly
distributed across study year. Only year 2003 had no subjects in the
PTC RBC group; however, that year accounted for only 2% of the
subjects in the study.

There was no difference in age, sex, or ISS between the groups;
however, the PTC RBC group has a higher initial base deficit and was
more commonly hypotensive in the PTC period, indicating a higher
shock severity (Table 2). The PTC RBC group received a median of
1.3 (IQR = 1.0–2.3) units of PRBCs in the PTC period. The PTC
RBC group received lower 24-hour crystalloid volume than the no
PTC RBC group (10.4 L vs 12.3 L; P = 0.06), although this did not
reach statistical significance.

Regression analysis revealed that PTC RBC transfusion was
independently associated with a 95% reduction in the odds of 24-
hour mortality after controlling for confounders [odds ratio (OR) =
0.05; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.01–0.48; P < 0.01]. Further-
more, PTC RBC transfusion was independently associated with a
64% reduction in the risk of 30-day mortality [hazard ratio (HR) =
0.36; 95% CI, 0.15–0.83; P = 0.02]. Cox covariate-adjusted survival
curves demonstrated early separation of the groups at 24 hours, with
lower survival of the no PTC RBC group over the first 30 days postin-
jury (Fig. 1). Finally, PTC RBC transfusion was associated with an
88% reduction in the odds of TIC after adjustment (OR = 0.12; 95%
CI, 0.02–0.79; P = 0.03). The interactions of 24-hour PRBC transfu-
sion by year, 24-hour PRBC transfusion by center, and year by center
(P = 0.07–0.71) were nonsignificant across all outcome models and
excluded from the final models. The interaction between treatment
group and transfer status was also nonsignificant across all outcome
models (P = 0.31–0.66) and dropped from the final models.

The C-statistic was 0.94 and 0.82 for the 24-hour mortality
model and the TIC model, respectively, indicating excellent discrimi-
nation of the models. Hosmer-Lemeshow tests were nonsignificant (P
= 0.10, P = 0.16, respectively), indicating adequate goodness of fit.
The Harrell C-statistic was 0.80 for the 30-day mortality Cox model,
indicating excellent discrimination. The Groennesby and Borgan test
was nonsignificant (P = 0.07), indicating adequate goodness of fit.

The matched cohort contained 113 subjects. Of these, 35
(31%) were in the PTC RBC group. The C-statistic for the
propensity model was 0.90, indicating excellent discrimination. The

TABLE 2. Demographics, Injury Characteristics, and Outcomes in the PTC RBC Versus No PTC RBC
Groups

PTC RBC Group No PTC RBC Group
(n = 50) (n = 1365) P

Age, yr 41 (28–52) 41 (26–54) 0.77
Male sex, % 64 67 0.65
PTC time, min 93 (78–108) 54 (36–78) <0.01∗
Scene transport, % 52 96 <0.01∗
Initial base deficit 10 (6–15) 8 (5–11) <0.01∗
ISS 37 (24–43) 33 (22–41) 0.18
Initial hemoglobin, g/dL 11.3 (8.8–13.2) 11.5 (9.6–13.2) 0.47
PTC hypotension, % 79 49 <0.01∗
Admission hypotension, % 74 73 0.86
PTC crystalloids, L 2.6 (1.9–4.2) 1.0 (0.4–2.0) <0.01∗
PTC RBCs, units 1.3 (1.0–2.3) 0 —
24-h RBC trauma center, units 15.5 (9.6–26.4) 6.6 (3.5–12.0) <0.01∗
24-h FFP trauma center, units 4.4 (0–8.1) 2.7 (0–7.2) 0.11
24-h PLT trauma center (6 pack) 0.8 (0–2.4) 0 (0–1.2) 0.02∗
24-h crystalloid trauma center, L 10.4 (8.0–14.7) 12.3 (8.8–17.6) 0.06

∗P < 0.05.
PLT indicates platelets.
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FIGURE 1. Cox covariate-adjusted survival curves for the PTC
RBC (white line) and no PTC RBC (dark line) groups over the
first 30 days postinjury. The curves separate early at 24 hours,
with lower survival for the no PTC RBC group than for the PTC
RBC group over 30 days.

Hosmer-Lemeshow test was nonsignificant (P = 0.08), indicating
adequate goodness of fit. Figure 2 demonstrates the distribution of
propensity scores between the unmatched and matched treatment and
control groups.

Table 3 illustrates the balancing of demographics and injury
characteristics between matched treatment groups, with no significant
baseline differences between the PTC RBC and no PTC RBC groups.
Only 24-hour PRBC transfusion remained higher in the PTC RBC
group (P = 0.03).

In the matched cohort, regression revealed that PTC RBC
transfusion remained independently associated with a 98% reduction
in the odds of 24-hour mortality (OR = 0.02; 95% CI, 0.01–0.69; P
= 0.04). PTC RBC transfusion again was independently associated
with an 88% reduction in the risk of 30-day mortality (HR = 0.12;
95% CI, 0.03–0.61; P = 0.01). Furthermore, PTC RBC transfusion
was persistently associated with a 99% reduction in the odds of TIC
(OR = 0.01; 95% CI, 0.01–0.95; P = 0.05).

The C-statistic was 0.98 and 0.97 for the 24-hour mortality
model and the TIC model, respectively, indicating excellent discrim-
ination of the models. The Harrell C-statistic was 0.87 for the 30-
day mortality Cox model, indicating excellent discrimination. The
Groennesby and Borgan test was nonsignificant (P = 0.40), indicat-
ing adequate goodness of fit. Sensitivity analysis using only subjects
with complete data in the logistic and Cox regression models revealed
similar treatment effects and significance for all outcomes of interest.

In scene subjects, exploratory subgroup analysis revealed that
PTC RBC transfusion was associated with a reduced odds of 24-hour
mortality (OR = 0.04; 95% CI, 0.01–1.12; P = 0.059), a reduced
risk of 30-day mortality (HR = 0.11; 95% CI, 0.02–0.54; P < 0.01),
and a reduced odds of TIC (OR = 0.08; 95% CI, 0.01–1.35; P =
0.079). The magnitude of treatment effect of PTC RBC transfusion

FIGURE 2. Distribution of propensity scores between unmatched and matched treatment group (PTC RBC) and control group
(no PTC RBC) after the matching algorithm was completed.
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TABLE 3. Demographics, Injury Characteristics, and Outcomes in the PTC RBC Versus No PTC RBC
Groups in the Matched Cohort

PTC RBC Group No PTC RBC Group
(n = 35) (n = 78) P

Age, yr 36 (28–52) 37 (24–55) 0.63
Male sex, % 60 72 0.28
PTC time, min 90 (72–108) 90 (68–78) 0.79
Scene transport, % 71 76 0.64
Initial base deficit 10 (5–12) 9 (7–12) 0.88
ISS 34 (18–43) 30 (23–43) 0.81
Initial hemoglobin, g/dL 11 (8.8–13) 11.1 (9.3–12.6) 0.90
PTC hypotension, % 71 53 0.14
Admission hypotension, % 60 74 0.02∗
PTC crystalloids, L 2.5 (1.2–3.0) 1.8 (0.9–3.0) 0.20
PTC RBCs, units 1.2 (1.0–2.0) 0 —
24-h RBC trauma center, units 14.0 (7.0–21.7) 8.3 (3.4–18.5) 0.03∗
24-h FFP trauma center, units 3.2 (0–8.0) 3.3 (0–9.2) 0.80
24-h PLT trauma center (6 pack) 0.8 (0–2.0) 0.4 (0–1.0) 0.27
24-h crystalloid trauma center, L 9.7 (7.6–13.5) 11.3 (8.4–17.1) 0.11

∗P < 0.05.
PLT indicates platelets.

on the outcomes of interest in subjects transported from the scene
of injury was similar to those of the matched cohort. Furthermore,
the 30-day mortality reduction remained highly significant, whereas
24-hour mortality and TIC showed a trend toward significance and
likely did not reach the 0.05 threshold due to reduced power. Because
there were only 71 subjects transferred within 2 hours of injury (PTC
RBC, n = 24; no PTC RBC, n = 47), regression models did not
converge due to very low power and the transfer subjects could not
be evaluated as a separate group.

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that PTC RBC transfusion in severely

injured patients with blunt trauma arriving at a trauma center within
2 hours of injury was associated with a reduction in the risk of 24-
hour mortality, 30-day mortality, and TIC. Previous studies on PH
resuscitation have focused on crystalloid resuscitation. Several stud-
ies have demonstrated that overzealous PH crystalloid use can have
deleterious effects, making crystalloids a less than ideal resuscitation
fluid.12,14,26

Blood transfusion remains the mainstay of resuscitation for
traumatic shock.27 Retrospective studies in military and civilian pop-
ulations demonstrate that increasing ratios of FFP and platelets to
PRBCs are associated with improved outcomes.5–8 This has been con-
firmed in the prospective PROMMTT cohort study, where increased
ratios of FFP to PRBCs and platelets to PRBCs were associated with
increased survival over the first 24 hours.10

Given the impact of PH resuscitation on outcomes and growing
evidence supporting current hospital-based transfusion approaches,
moving blood product–based resuscitation to the PH arena is com-
pelling. Clearly, there are challenges to this strategy and evidence of
outcomes is lacking.15

In this study, 48% of patients in the PTC RBC group underwent
interfacility transfer. Nirula et al28 compared patients transported
directly to a trauma center with those undergoing transfer, finding
that transfer was associated with greater PTC RBC transfusion and
mortality. Time from injury to trauma center arrival was associated
with mortality, and the authors concluded that delay to definitive
care drives worse outcomes. We conversely found that PTC RBC
transfusion was a predictor of reduced mortality, and although transfer

patients were not examined separately, we limited our PTC time to 2
hours to exclude confounding from delayed transfer.

Current evidence examining PH RBC transfusion occurs ex-
clusively in the setting of helicopter emergency medical services
(HEMS). Most studies are small and examine the feasibility and
characteristics of patients receiving RBC transfusion. The use of PH
RBCs ranged from 1.4% to 4.0%, with trauma patients comprising
48% to 71% of patients and scene transports 9% to 53%.29–31 The
proportion of scene transports in these series is consistent with the
current analysis demonstrating 52% receiving PTC RBC transfusion
were transported from the scene. In our matched cohort, however,
three fourths of patients in each group were scene transports. Over-
all, prior authors concluded that PH RBC transfusion was feasible,
safe, and beneficial in selected patients; however, no comparison with
nontransfused patients was performed.

Sumida and colleagues32 compared outcomes between patients
receiving PTC RBC transfusion versus those receiving only crystal-
loids in 31 HEMS trauma patients. Seventeen received PTC RBC
transfusion with a combination of scene and transfer patients. Groups
had similar age and ISS; however, the PTC RBC group had higher
base deficit and longer PTC times. The authors found no differ-
ence in crude mortality, although they acknowledge that their re-
sults were limited by the small sample and lack of adjustment for
time and other confounders. The current study conversely found a
reduction in the risk of mortality for patients receiving PTC RBC
transfusion. This is likely due to the use of regression to control for
confounders.

Kim et al33 compared 9 patients receiving FFP and PRBCs,
with 50 receiving only PRBCs within their HEMS system. The in-
hospital FFP to PRBC ratio was closer to 1:1 over the first 24 hours in
the plasma group. They noted reduction of INR in both groups after
transfusion, similar to the current data demonstrating a reduction in
the risk of TIC after PTC RBC transfusion. There was no difference
in mortality, and conclusions from the study are limited by the small
sample size.

Plasma has garnered significant interest recently for use in
PH resuscitation. PH plasma transfusion replaces critical coagulation
factor deficiencies at the point of injury, which has been shown to
occur as early as 15 minutes from injury.34–36 Plasma also represents
an ideal volume expander that remains in the intravascular space.
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Furthermore, plasma has been shown to prevent endothelial glyco-
calyx degradation and reduce endothelial permeability leading to an
improved inflammatory response to injury compared with conven-
tional isotonic crystalloids.34,36 This has led to the development of
remote damage control protocols incorporating plasma transfusion in
the PTC setting.37 Zielinski and colleagues38 demonstrated feasible
implementation of an HEMS using RBCs and plasma for patients
with traumatic brain injury, noting significant improvement in INR
from PTC transfusion alone, similar to the results here. Holcomb
and Pati34 note that they have equipped their air medical providers
with RBCs and plasma, and in preliminary unpublished data report
improved outcomes.

This interest in PH plasma has led to 3 large randomized tri-
als funded by the Department of Defense to examine the effects of
PH plasma use on outcomes. Our group has undertaken the Pre-
hospital Air Medical Plasma (PAMPer) trial to assess the effects of
plasma administration on 30-day mortality, 24-hour blood product
requirements, in-hospital mortality, multiple organ failure, and acute
lung injury.39 The Denver group has undertaken the Control of Ma-
jor Bleeding after Trauma (COMBAT) trial with ground ambulance
plasma administration, looking at the effect on TIC, transfusion re-
quirements, metabolic recovery, organ failure, and mortality.36 The
Prehospital Use of Plasma for Traumatic Hemorrhage (PUPTH) trial
by Virginia Commonwealth University will also examine the impact
of using thawed PH plasma on mortality and coagulopathy.

With the broadening implementation of PH plasma and the
encouraging results of PTC RBC transfusion seen here, there may be
additional benefits of a high ratio of plasma to RBC transfusion in the
PTC setting. The mounting evidence merits ongoing intensive study
of PH blood product transfusion.

This study is the first to our knowledge to demonstrate that
PTC RBC transfusion is independently associated with a reduction in
the risk of mortality and TIC in a civilian population. These effects
were seen in both the overall study population after controlling for
confounders and a cohort matched on the propensity to receive PTC
RBC transfusion. There may be several reasons for this. It is likely
that a reduction in the risk of 24-hour mortality is a reflection of early
RBC transfusion in the setting of hemorrhagic shock. RBC trans-
fusion serves as a volume expander and increases oxygen-carrying
capacity that is critical to cell metabolism during hypoperfusion.
Although we did not see a difference in the hemoglobin at admission,
the superior oxygen-carrying capacity of blood likely still plays into
attenuating the pathophysiology of shock, as the time from injury is
short enough to not yet see a drop in the hemoglobin level in either
group. It is less clear why PTC RBC transfusion was associated with
a lower risk of 30-day mortality. It may be that the concomitant re-
duction in the risk of TIC partially mediates this. Patients receiving
PTC RBC transfusion and arriving with less TIC may experience
fewer downstream physiologic and inflammatory derangements as-
sociated with coagulopathy extending through the first 30 days.40

Endothelial activation after trauma is well established, and signif-
icant crosstalk between the endothelium, coagulation cascade, and
inflammatory pathways occurs after injury.41,42 Transfusion of RBCs
is associated with lower endothelial activation after trauma than as-
sociated with other resuscitation fluids and blood products and thus
may improve coagulopathy and outcomes through this mechanism.43

Although subjects in the PTC RBC group received only a median
of 1.3 units of PTBCs in the PTC period, the increased oxygen-
carrying capacity and lower endothelial activation and the trend to-
ward lower 24-hour crystalloid volume may have all combined to
produce reductions in mortality and coagulopathy seen here. Fur-
thermore, the high proportion of unadjusted outcomes (24-hour mor-
tality = 7%, 30-day mortality = 16%, TIC = 22%) leaves room
for a large improvement with a small intervention dose and is likely

responsible for the large relative effect sizes seen here. Potential mech-
anisms advanced here remain hypotheses, requiring further work to
explore.

This study has several limitations. This is a secondary analysis
of a cohort study not designed to address the specific questions in this
analysis. This limits potential confounders and outcomes for evalu-
ation. Missing data were present, but in relatively small proportion,
and addressed using multiple imputation.

Although the current data were collected prospectively and
standardized protocols were in place, PTC care was not standard-
ized. There are no data on why certain patients received PTC RBC
transfusion. There are also no data on other blood products that may
have been transfused in the PTC period. Furthermore, this data set
does not permit identification of the mode of transport for subjects.
As noted earlier, PTC RBC transfusion has generally been limited
to use in HEMS. It has been shown that HEMS improves outcomes
over ground emergency medical services (GEMS) in both scene and
transfer patients.44–46 Thus, this represents a potential confounder
on mortality that cannot be accounted for in the current analysis.
Despite this, we do not believe that the results seen here are likely
explained solely by the effect of HEMS on survival in the PTC RBC
group. These studies demonstrated a benefit of HEMS compared with
GEMS, ranging from a 9% to 22% increase in the odds of in-hospital
survival. The treatment effect of PTC RBC transfusion on 30-day
mortality seen in this analysis ranges from a 64% to 88% reduction
in the risk of mortality, much larger than that of HEMS alone, and
likely is not fully explained by the effect of HEMS. It remains un-
clear what specific aspects of HEMS drive the mortality benefit,47

and it may be that RBC transfusion underlies some of the benefit
of HEMS and certainly deserves further directed study. Moreover, a
reduction in the risk of TIC would not be an expected effect of HEMS
alone.

As noted, the imbalance between the number of subjects in
each group in the overall population led us to perform propensity
matching, which we believe adequately addressed this potential bias.
In the matched cohort, baseline and PTC characteristics were similar
between the groups and only 24-hour PRBC transfusion remained
significantly higher in the PTC RBC group. This is due to the propen-
sity model design to predict PTC RBC transfusion, in which we did
not include in-hospital data at 24 hours, as predictors such as these
would not factor into the decision to give PTC RBC transfusion.
Although this indicates some difference between the matched groups,
they were matched on the propensity to receive PTC RBC transfusion
and not specifically matched to balance all covariates. For this reason,
we continued to control for any potential differences between groups
across covariates not accounted for in the matching procedure in the
matched cohort. We demonstrated similar outcomes in the overall
and matched cohorts. Moreover, The PTC RBC group had improved
outcomes despite differences that would suggest that this group is
sicker.

We included a mix of scene and interfacility transports pri-
marily to increase power; however, there are certainly differences in
these populations. For this reason, we limited the PTC time to 2 hours
to reduce confounding from resuscitation during delayed transfer. As
noted, transfer patients may have received PTC RBC transfusion at
the outside hospital and/or en route to the study center; however, the 2-
hour window for transport to an outside center and subsequently to the
study center from time of injury makes it likely that transfer subjects
spent little time at the outside center. Thus, the majority or at least part
of any PTC RBC transfusion likely occurred during transport, and
these subjects should be more comparable with scene subjects receiv-
ing entire PTC RBC transfusion en route to the study trauma center.
In addition, our matched cohort had similar proportions of scene and
transfer patients between groups, with most being scene transports.
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The effect of PTC RBC transfusion on outcomes does not seem to be
significantly moderated by transfer status, as the interactions between
the treatment group and transfer status were strongly nonsignificant
in all outcome models. Furthermore, our propensity model includes
transfer status and therefore subjects are matched across treatment
groups for transfer status in the matched cohort. Our exploratory
subgroup analysis of scene subjects did demonstrate similar results
to the matched cohort, with PTC RBC transfusion associated with
improved outcomes, and scene patients represent the group of most
interest for future study. We also used the admission INR as a marker
of TIC, which was the only coagulation data available in the current
data set and has some precedence in the literature48; however, it has
been shown that sophisticated measurements of coagulation status
such as thromboelastography are superior to conventional coagula-
tion laboratory values for TIC.49

There is a potential for survival bias in the data. As we evaluated
patients enrolled in the prospective cohort, subjects must survive to
arrival at the trauma center. Those dying in the field and at nonstudy
facilities who may have received PTC RBC transfusion during the
study period would not be captured. The study period spans an 8-year
period in which transfusion practices have evolved significantly. We
did not, however, find a significant imbalance in the distribution of
patients receiving PTC RBC transfusion over the study period. There
was some variability in the contribution of subjects from centers
who received PTC RBC transfusion. However, 6 centers had patients
who received PTC RBC transfusion and the relative distribution of
subjects treated at each center was not significantly different from the
original prospective cohort. Finally, the prospective cohort includes
only patients with blunt trauma and no conclusions can be drawn
about the potential for use of PTC RBC transfusion in the setting of
penetrating injury.

In addition to methodological limitations, PH RBC transfu-
sion carries several logistical concerns. Several authors have shown
PH RBC transfusion to be feasible for air medical providers; how-
ever, scope of practice and issues of RBC product storage present
significant challenges for use in GEMS.50 Use of lyophilized blood
products may represent an opportunity in this area.51 Freeze dried
plasma has received renewed interest in the military setting and is
already undergoing successful PH use in austere conditions by the
Israeli armed forces.52 Lessons learned from ongoing work in this
area will be vital.36,37,39

CONCLUSIONS
PTC RBC transfusion is independently associated with a lower

risk of 24-hour mortality, 30-day mortality, and TIC in severely in-
jured patients with blunt trauma. These early preliminary data are the
first to demonstrate these findings in a civilian population and require
prospective study and validation. Early resuscitation incorporating
RBC transfusion initiated before arrival at the trauma center without
delaying transport may be associated with improved outcomes. Fur-
ther investigation of PH RBC-based resuscitation is compelling, and
these data will hopefully serve as an impetus for design of studies to
specifically answer the questions raised by the current analysis. Ad-
dressing logistical challenges to make RBC products widely available
in the PH setting will help us fully realize the potential benefits of PH
RBC transfusion in severely injured patients.
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